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school newspaper
and a musician.
The country has
been mourning
their loss with a
mix of empathy
and confusion
about what
exactly went on
that afternoon.
Steven Phillip
Kazmierczak, a
2006 graduate of
Northern Illinois
University and
graduate student
in the school of
social work at the
University of
IUinois-Urban- a
campus, unleashed gunshots inside a
lecture hall on Feb. 14. The gunman
killed five students and himself," as
well as injuring 16 others.
Wooster
Police reports confirm that there
were 48 shell casings and six shot-
gun shells left behind at the scene of
the crime. '
The shooting began at approxi- -
mately 3:06 p.m. and ended about an
hour later. At 4 p.m., school officials
made several public announcements
stating that the gunman had killed
himself and that there was no more
"We had no independent
confirmation of any
facts. It is also a sad
reality that somewhere
in the world each day
there is tragic news that
has the potential to
impact our campus com-rnunit- y."
Kurt Holmes
Dean of Students
shooting going
on.
They also
informed stu-
dents that the
school coun-
selors would be
visiting resi-
dence halls to
speak with tfie
students.
,
Students at
The College of
Wooster found
out about this
school shooting
either from the
media or by
word of mouth.
. Will Santino
'11 was with some of his friends in
his dormitory room when the story
of the school shooting came on the
television.
Voicehe
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"The American people are tired of liars and people who pretend to be something they're not'
Hillary Clinton
Th0-countr- y mourns N U's traaedv
Missie Bender
A&E Editor
Five lives were cut short last
Thursday after a school shooting at
Northern Illinois University in
DeKalb, 111. The 'victims were stu-
dents that one could find at any col--le- ge
pr university, including an edu-
cation major, an ad salesman for the
Wooster .security has continued to maintain vigilance for any signs of suspicious activity since the
shooting at Northern Illinois University on Feb. 14. The College did not inform the student body
since it would merely be relaying information from the news media (Photo by Maureen Sill).
"I was just hanging out with my
friends and it came on the news. It
was right after this story on babies
being killed in Africa, so it was
really depressing." Santjno said.
Other students found out by
receiving text messages from friends
or by faculty members who made
announcements at the beginning of
class.
See"NIU,"page2
Wooster basketball prevails over
.
j Wooster 's' Jenny Invest--
Wittenberg for fourth straight title
t "
..rtwwir:
n
V
Bryon Wilkliffe '11 takes the opening tip against Wittenberg's
Brandon Barabino. Wooster prevailed in a closely contested 66-6- 1
victory. Combined with a win over Allegheny, Wooster won
their fourth-straig- ht NCAC title (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
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Saturday night with a narrow 66-6- 1
win over NCAC nemesis Wittenberg
University (16--8, 12-- 3) in Timken
The College of Wooster men's Gymnasium,
basketball team (21-- 3, 13-- 1) clinched The win marks the 40th five-poi- nt
a share of the NCAC title on win out of 92 total meetings in one
Andrew Vogel, sports editor,1'
comments on Sen. Ciinton's
chances at the democratic
nomination. Read more on
page 3,
Joseph McCarthy '11 dis-
cusses the liberai perspect-
ive on women's rights and
its negative slant. Find out
more on page 4.
of Div. Ill's most storied rivalries.
- The win over Wittenberg also
bumped the Scots up two spots in
the latest D3hoops.com poll, making
them No. 12 in the nation.
Then the Scots proceeded to lock
up the title outright with a 84-7- 4
win over Allegheny College (11-1- 3,
6-- 9) on Wednesday.
, Wittenberg gave it their best shot,
taking control of the early part of
' the game and mounting an eight-poi- nt
advantage, 20-1- 2, with 11:46
left in the half. Wooster fought their
way back and eventually tied the
game at 25 with 7:26 to play. The
Tigers built another big lead at 36-2- 9,
but the Scots utilized six unan-
swered points and went into the
locker room down one, 36-3- 5.
Wooster canle out of the locker
room firing. After tying the game at
42, Wooster rallied off eight unan-
swered, outscoring the Tigers 10-- 2
to take an eight-poi- nt advantage. As
Wittenberg made a run, Robert
Melick '10 would not allow Gregg
Hill into the paint, meeting the point
guard at the bucket with an in-your-- face
block that preserved a six-poi- nt
edge for the Scots (54-48-).
It looked as if Wooster was going
to break away and never look back,
but Wittenberg had an answer, hold-
ing the Scots to only three points
over the next seven minutes to take a
56-5- 5 lead with 7:29 to go.
James Cooper '08 took back the
lead with a jumper and Brandon
Johnson '09 added a layup to mount
a narrow lead (59-56- ).
After Brandan Barabino cut the
Tiger, deficit back to one, Johnson
answered with a three-point- er mak-
ing it a two-possessi- on game with
.
Wooster up, 62-5- 8.
See "Witt Game," page 8
Recent farming endeavor is
implemented near Wooster to
allow state researchers and
Wooster students to dabble in
experimental farming. See
more on page 5.
ment Club scores high
Alexandra DeGrandChamp
Voice Staff
The Hans H. Jenny Investment
Club (JIC) posted a 31.4 percent
return on last year's investments,
becoming the fourth-highe- st return-
ing endowment management group
and the highest returning stock
investment group.
Club President Gilbert Lemieux,
'08 said, "We're good performers ...
but 31.4 percent is higher than aver-
age." Former President Andrew
Storey '08 agreed, stating that the
group was "pretty happy with the
results considering the nation's cur-
rent economic troubles." Compared to
the overall stock market, the group
did exceptionally well; the Standard
and Poor index (the S&P) only boast-
ed an eight percent increase in the
same period.
The College's $280 million endow-
ment funds operations were not cov-
ered by tuition payments. Lemieux
lists scholarships, faculty salaries,
maintenance and library materials as
a few of the several expenses covered
by the endowment.
Vice President Russell Dieringer
'08 said that the goal --of the multiple
endowment managers is to "replace
expenditures from each fiscal year
taken from the endowment" and to
ultimately add to the fund through
increased returns.
The Club began as the Wooster
Student Aid Fund in 1955 under the
guidance of Professor of Economics
Hans Jenny. The original club began
.with $800 from hiissed daily chapel
fines. Today, the club's portfolio is
valued at $1.3 billion, including
$500,000 of the College's endowment
transferred to the group eight 'years
ago. . Four to seven percent of --the
club's returns are donated to a schol
Mir ;s 'Vvj1"
fir . f I'-- ' A.
Tony D'Souza, former Peace
Corps volunteer and author of
'
"Whiteman" and 'The
Konkans," shares his experi-
ences as a writer. Find out
more on page 6.
arship fund for international students.
Although both Lemieux and
Dieringer are economics majors,
Storey, a chemistry major, argued,
"The group's portfolio does better
when , non-econom- ics majors are
involved."
"We encourage non-econom- ics
majors to join because they often have
perspective and insights economics
majors don't," said Lemieux.
The group expects continued high
returns in the future. Trustees and
student participants at meetings pres-
ent, on average, two or three reports
per week on various investment
strategies the group can pursue.
Because the grouplias "quite a bit of
cash," according to Lemieux, most of
the trustee reports focus on expand-
ing the portfolio through the pur-
chase of shares.
Each week presents new challenges
in investment, and Lemieux, Storey
and Dieringer were unsure of what
trustees would propose in their next
meeting. Recent purchases include
additional Best Buy and Las Vegas
Sands Casino stock. "Our long-ter- m
planning has been done ... because we
invest with a three to five-ye- ar time
horizon," stated Lemieux. "But it's
definitely a challenging market ...
we're not entirely sure how successful
we'll be in the near future."
As Lemieux, Dieringer and Storey
.prepare to graduate, they feel confi-
dent in the abilities of younger group
members. Lemieux said, "We want to
leave our club in the most capable
hands possible."
The JIC does have one requirement
for membership. "An interest in the
stock market and investment," said
Lemieux, "We do our best to accom-
modate new members." The JIC
meets every Wednesday from 6-- 7 p.m.
in Lowry Center.
Men's tennis opens season
with a pair of losses on
Feb. 16, losing 54 to
Wabash and 5--2 to
Wheaton in Crawfordsville,
Jnd. Read more on page 8.
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Susan Albers to present
her books next Tuesday
Susan Albers, a psychologist at the
Cleveland Clinic Women's Health
Center and a specialist in relationship
and weight issues, will discuss her two
books, "Eating Mindfully" and
"Mindful Eating 101," on Tuesday, Feb.
26 at the second session of The College
of Wooster's Wellness Forum Series.
The event will be held in McGaw
Chapel at 7 p.m.
NATION
Obama pulls ahead of
Clinton in the race
Both democratic contenders focused
their campaigns on Texas Wednesday, a
contest that is critical for Sen. Hillary
Clinton's campaign.
After losing ten straight contests to
Sen. Barack Obama, including
Wisconsin and Hawaii Tuesday,
Clinton's aides have countered that she
must win the next two major contests
in Texas and Ohio, both on March 4.
WORLD .
Fidel Castro resigns
due to health problems
Fidel Castro announced his resig-
nation in Cuba Tuesday.
The dictator revealed his plans via
letter in the online version of
Granma, the nation's state-ri- m news-
paper. The 8 1-ye- ar-old dictator cited
health problems as-on- e reason for his
decision.
Castro's brother, Raul, has been
named his successor after serving as
Cuba's defense minister. The country
is supposed to elect a president in the
next few days.
President Bush hopes that Castro's
resignation will inspire "a democratic
transition for Cuba."
Musharraf refuses to
step down as president
Pakistan's Pervez Musharraf refuses
to step down as president and intends
to serve out his five-ye-ar term, accord-
ing to his spokesperson.
This announcement is in spite of an
election victory by Musharraf's oppo-
nents, many of whom want to run him
out of office.
According to a parliamentary poll,
two opposition parties have won
enough seats to create a new govern-
ment, but they will probably not reach
the two-thir- ds majority needed to
impeach the president.
Kenyan opposition
threatens mass protests
The Kenyan opposition threatened
to resume mass protests Wednesday,
after failing to see progress in talks
with the nation's government.
The Orange Democratic
Movement has set a one-we- ek dead-
line for constitutional changes that
would allow a political agreement. If
the deadline is not met, ODM will
resume mass action peacefully.
Briefs compiled by Justine McCulhugh
The caption for the Black History
Month events stated, it was written
that all proposals for the month-lon- g
celebration of Black History Month
were funded by the BSA, when it was
actually the MLK ' Planning
Committee which consists of the
Office of Ipterfaith Campus
Ministries and the Office of Multi-
ethnic Student Affairs. It was also
written that Shannon King had led
the discussion, when it was actually
Dean Lee. Additionally, "Segregation
Day" was part of the Martin Luther
King Celebration and was proposed
and organized by Ashlee Wroten '11.
An editor erred.
Last week's political cartoon in
Viewpoints was attributed to Julia
Hendrickson when it should have
been attributed to Andrew Maloney.
An editor erred.
While we strive for excellence
every week, we, too, sometimes fall
short. Please send your correc tions
to voiceimuster.edu.
Hill shows
Emily Ryan
Voice Staff
This past Tuesday, Feb. 19, the Great
Decisions lecture series continued with
.a talk given by Catharine Bond Hill,
president and professor of economics at
Vassar College, in which she addressed
"Democracy and Access to Higher
Education."
Hill began the lecture by presenting
her belief that the solution to financial
inequality in the United States does not
lie in the redistribution of income, but
through investment in education. Her
reasoning stems from statistics reveal-
ing that higher education leads to high-
er earnings.
She also argued that the societal
fringe benefits associated with a more
educated population are too great to
ignore. For example, citizens with a
greater level of education are more
likely to vote in elections, volunteer in
local communities and lead a healthier
lifestyle. In addition, access to higher
education is crucial since it gives indi-
viduals the chance to realize their full
potential. "Education is clearly a path to
a better life,
said Hill, "and "Education is
it is a means
for social path to a better
mobility." Hill, "and it is
Today, how-
ever American for social
institutions of Catharinehigher educa-
tion are faced President and
with the prob-
lem
economics at
of a lack
clearly a
life," said
a means
mobility."
Bond Hill
Professor of
vassar college
of socioeconomic and racial diversity.
As Hill pointed out, 50 percent of high
Clinton and Strickland rally for
Last Friday, Feb. 15, democratic presidential contender Sen. Hillary Clinton
accompanied by Ohio Gov. Ted Strickland, rallied in Lyndhurst, Ohioat Charles R
Brush High School, near Cleveland. The doors opened at 4 p.m., and the audito-
rium was packed, as Clinton addressed her platform. The candidate primary elec-
tions for Ohio will be on March 4. On Tuesday, Feb. 26, Clinton and Obama will
headline the MSNBC democratic debate at Cleveland State University (Photo bv
'Maureen Sill).
Wooster continues to show sup-
port for College's students in need
NIU
continued from p. 1
The College did not alert the stu-
dent body of the incident. "The
Northern Illinois University school
shooting wasn't our issue and we
would merely be relaying what we
knew via media sources," said Kurt
Holmes, Dean of Students.
"Typically, students are better
plugged in via electronic media than
much of the American public. We
had no independent confirmation of
any facts. It is also a sad reality that
somewhere in the world each day
there is tragic news that has the
potential to impact our campus com-
munity," Holmes said.
Holmes also said that the College
docs try to stay on top of the impact
these events have on specific stu- -
I
campus issues in higher education
I r
"Nil, .
I "ration
I a,,'i''iH'i.Mi
Catherine Bond Hill, president and professor of economics at Vassar College, continued the
Great Decisions lecture series on democracy with her discussion on racial and socioeconomic
standings, describing how these factors affect students' abilities to pursue higher education
(Photo by Caitlin Quinn). '
school students from low-inco- me fami-
lies go on to college, compared with 80
percent from high-inco- me
families and
70 percent from
middle-incom- e
families. While
serving as provost
at Williams
College, Hill con-
ducted a study
involving the rela-
tion between
.
the
income of the fam
ilies of students at Williams and the
amount of tuition they paid after finan
Y
r.
dents. "When we know of a connec-
tion we attempt to reach out to the
impacted students. For example,
Jamaican students during the hurri-
cane last August, several students
who had close connections to
Virginia Tech victims last spring,
and, more personally, individuals
who experience deaths in their fami-
lies," said Holmes.
Holmes said that as soon as the
school learns of someone in need,
they step in to help. Wooster pro-
vides a counseling staff at
Longbrake Student Wellness Center,
as well as other staff members, who
are-availabl- e to help students at the
Interfaith Campus Ministries. The
Dean's staff is also always available
to students.
"In general, I think Wooster is
fairly well prepared to serve stu-
dents, but no campus is ever quite
cial aid and scholarships. Using 2001-0- 2
data, she found that lower-inco- me
families were not required to pay a high
percentage of tuition. However, the
amount these families were required to
pay constituted a little over half of
their annual, income. Therefore, it
appeared as though low-inco- me fami-
lies were not expected to pay very
much, but the cost .was enough to
potentially drive away many who
would worry about affording it. Hill
expanded her study to include data
from need-bli- nd selective schools that
were part of the Consortium of
Financing Higher Education
Ohio primaries
St V ..
'U '
fM'A
ready for a tragedy such as last
week. The best advice is for
Wooster to remain a close communi-
ty and to support each other,"
Holmes said. He stressed the impor-
tance of being vigilant about pro-
tecting our campus.
"If someone or something doesn't
look right, call Safety and Security
or the Dean's Office. One small step
is to make sure students lock their
doors and don't let strangers in the
exterior doors of our buildings,"
Holmes said.
Students are encouraged to speak
with faculty and staff at the College
regarding anything that concerns
them. The College of Wooster is
one big support system, and events
such as the Northern Illinois
University shooting show the
importance of important communi-
cation and college safety.
Y).
(COFHE). The figures at these colleges
and universities were nearly identical to
those at Williams.
While Hill acknowledged that the
selectivity of the schools in COFHE
may lead many to dismiss the results of
.
the study as what one could expect to
find at "snobbier" institutions, she also
pointed out that low-inco- me students
are at a disadvantage at many different
levels of the educational system. For
example, students from low-inco- me
families tend to perform worse on the
ACTs and SATs than those from high-inco- me
families. Even areas like athletic
success are correlated to higher income..
The fact remains that low-inco- me stu-
dents have fewer resources with which
to pursue a higher education.
According to Hill, this problem can
often be traced as far back as primary
school, where 28 percent of first-grad- ers
from low-inco- me families are
considered high achievers, compared to
the 72( percent of first-grade- rs from
high-inco- me families who lipid that
recognition. This problem of income
also becomes a problem of race because
most minority students belong to
lower-inco- me groups. Affirmative
action, for its part, has helped to
increase the number of minority stu-
dents attending colleges and universi-
ties. However, most of the minority
students benefiting from affirmative
action come from middle-inco- me fami-
lies, leaving low-inco- me minority stu-
dents disenfranchised.
Hill acknowledges the challenges to
working toward increasing the level of
matriculation of low-inco- me students
at colleges and universities. Many insti-
tutions do not have sufficient resources
to cover the tuition of such students. In
addition, many students from low-inco- me
families may not have been pre-
sented with opportunities to learn
about the benefits of higher education,
and may undervalue it. Hill believes,
however, that increased racial and
socioeconomic diversity in the realm of
higher education is a goal worth work-
ing towards, and one that is beneficial
for all.
The remaining lecture in the Great
Decisions series, "Islamic Political
Philosophy and its Relevance Today,"
presented by Charles Butterworth, will
take place Feb. 26, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Gault Recital Hall of Scheide Music
Center. It is free and open to the public.
News Now Seeking
Assistant Editors!
The News section is
.
now seeking assis-
tant editors for this
year and next.
Experience is pre-
ferred, but not . .
required.
If you are interested
in this opportunity,
please contact Katie
Foulds and Chris
Sweeney at
VoiceWooster.edu.
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N. Illinois
ignored by
Last Thursday, only ten months
after the terrible tragedy at Virginia
Tech, Steven Kazmierczak opened
fire in a lecture hall at Northern
Illinois University. The attack killed
six people and left 15 wounded,
which begs the
question: How
.... often are we, as
Americans, goingk to have to see thec tragedy of cam-
pussarabrown shootings?
It hasn't even
been a full year since the fatal shoot-
ings at Virginia Tech. Seriously, what
is wrong with this country?
Compared to Virginia Tech, the
recent shooting at NIU went fairly
unnoticed by the American popula-
tion. It wasn't broadcasted on sta-
tions like CNN for a week straight,
shining a light on the tragedy.
Honestly, I did not even know the
shooter's name at NIU until I was
writing this article.
Unfortunately, this scenario has
been played out too many times in
our country: troubled, angry,
depressed teenagers and young
adults who take all of their frustra-
tions out on their peers by shooting
them before taking their own lives.
It's unfortunate because these kids
massacre innocent bystanders, and
also because they don't get the men-
tal help they need.
College campuses across the nation
have been tightening up on security
since Virginia Tech. Not to be cyni-
cal, but what are the safety measures
that are being taken, and is it even
,
safe to say that they will work?
I've never once thought of what I
would do if there was a shooter on
campus, let alone what steps Wooster
would take to ensure that the school
population will be as safe as possible.
To the Kditors:
I was born and raised on an Ohio homestead and plowed Ohio soil as a
youth. I was educated in Ohio schools. I am a Wooster graduate, class of
1942. I spent my first quarter century in Ohio. One of my gonads is a
buckeye.
All my adult life I have dreamed of a new progressive enlightenment in
our political system. I worked for Eugene McCarthy in 1968, for George
McOovern in 1972 and for Bill Bradley in 2000. I'm now 87 years old
and at last there is a fresh political wind blowing across the land.
It started with community organizing on the south side of Chicago and
progressed to defending the underprivileged in the courts. It matured
with progressive action in the Illinois State Senate and in the US
Senate. Its name is Barack Obama and the spirit of this new breeze can
be found in Barack's two books most recently "The Audacity of Hope."
The Buckeye State can significantly contribute to this exciting new
freshness by voting for Barack Obama in the Democratic primary on March
4. I'm counting on my home state!
Cameron Satterthwaite
Emeritus Professor of Physics, University of Illinois
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shooting
,
the media
I'm very disturbed by the number
of school shootings over the years.
I'm going to college to get an educa-
tion, not to worry that one day some-
one might walk into my classroom
and open fire.
Imagine what
.
non-Americ- ans
think about us from the news of vio-
lence in our schools. We probably
appear to be barbaric and psychotic,
which I wouldn't blame people for
thinking.
- The saddest thing about these situ-
ations is that they always involve
some kid who is depressed, angry or
an outcast and just wants to 'be
accepted. It's sad that they don't get
any help to deal with their internal
issues and it's sad that innocent peo-
ple lose their lives because of the
emotional damage these people have
suffered.
I understand how much it sucks to
have some sort of mental disorder. I
suffer - from ' depression : and take
Lexapro to help manage ,it. I know
plenty of people on and off this cam
pus who suffer with some sort of
depression or other mental disorders.
However, I have acknowledged
that I have depression and so have
the people I know who also suffer
from depression or other mental ill
nesses.
It's a tragedy that some people
with mental illnesses are never diag
nosed, or even worse, their families
andor friends don't recognize it.
It is up to us as citizens, friends
and family members to offer any help
that we can to the number of people
who may be mentally suffering in
order to prevent more school shoot
ings from happening.
Sara is a Viewpoints editorfor the Voice.
She can be reached for comment at
SLBroivn09wooster.edu.
campus, national or global issues.
letters to the editors
include contact information. In addi
edit and hold letters.
to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
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Editorial cartoon by Andrew
Uncertainty for our final future
Oh, to return to the days of yore.
The days when my worries didn't
exceed past the pleat in my plaid
jumper or the ponytail secured by my
favorite rainbow scrunchie. Granted,
I am grateful the trends have changed
and that1
.illinium.! copious
amounts of bright
glitter' eyeshadow
are no more
accepted than theC painful fashion
catastrophe we
stephaniefuller
once glorified as
stirrup pants. However, along witli a
much more critical eye for our cloth
ing inclinations, growing up also
comes with a hearty serving of wor
ries that had previously been lost in
the abyss of our young minds.
Now, instead of contemplating over
which Backstreet Boy member is the
hottest, I have more pertinent
thoughts to occupy my time. Instead
of the "future" meaning lunchtime
(and yes, I had good snacks to trade),
or the "future" meaning: college, the
"future" begins to mean life.
In junior, high, there was high
school to look forward to as well as
extended curfews, a driver's license
and prom. As high school progressed,
I focused on what I had always known
would be my next step college.
With it, college brought the promise
of a good education to (hopefully)
Clinton's campaign trail
Hillary needs Texas and
Hillary Clinton was supposed to
have this Democratic nomination
sewn up by now. Feb. 5 was supposed
to be the unofficial victory day.
However, rio one in the Clinton camp
expected this race to last this long,
and it has caught
Clinton's entire
campaign on theirLI flat feet.To get back in
this race, Clinton
andrewvogel may have to resort
to sharpened nega
tive campaigning, and these last-dit- ch
attacks may very well have an adverse
effect on Clinton's now-fleeti- ng
chances at the nomination. It is the
last situation Clinton wants to be in
right now.
Instead of Super Tuesday produc
ing the clear-winn-er (like it was sup-
posed to when all the primaries were
planned out), it instead produced a
split-decisio- n. Obama won more
states, 13, to Clinton's nine, but
Clinton won more delegates. Since
then, Obama's won ten states, most
notably Louisiana, Washington,
Virginia and Wisconsin. Simply put,
since halftime, Obama has taken
Clinton to the cleaners.
Clinton is between a rock and a
hard place, but the former First Lady
is far from done. After Obama handily
won Iowa, New Hampshire was sup-
posedly signed, sealed and delivered.
Clinton bounced back with a surpris-
ing win and subsequently emerged as
the once-aga- in inevitable candidate
and it seemed that it would again be
over by Feb. 5. However, since her win
in California, it's been almost as bad as
Monica-gat- e. 1
Now she finds herself in a similar
situation as she did after Iowa.
Obama's riding all the momentum,
and Clinton finds herself in a must-wi-n
situation.
Even more concerning for the
Clinton camp than this o-Rt- r-io slump
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solidify a"good career, crazy parties
without parental supervision and
intellectual peers who shared my to
interests and with whom I could dis-
cuss my life dreams and aspirations.
What I hadn't planned on, however,
was the rapid pace at which these col-
lege years would progress and the
uncertainty that would find me as the
end approaches.
I no longer think it is reasonable to
assume I will become a chart-toppi- ng
singer (and not just because I can't
sing worth a darn), and my kinder-
garten plans to become a nun were
maimed when I attended a Catholic
school and experienced the wrath of
Mother Margot. Reality has finally
entered the realm of my daydreams,
and deadlines, internships and "con-
nections" bombard my thoughts.
Tools I will need for this prosiective
"real world" have become one of my
main focuses. The fact that one day I
would enter this "real world" was
always on the agenda; however, I never
was (nor am I now) quite sure of what
that entails. .
With the' secure netting college
seems to create slowly being broken, I
feel the pressure to accomplish and
execute the hopes and dreams that
have for so long seemed distant.
Surprise! And what is frightening
about the insecurity that accompanies
these days is the fact that I don't feel
is that Obama is cutting into her
strongest supporters. Ixiwer-inco- me .
workers and women were thought to
be the
.
base of Clinton's strength.
However, in Wisconsin, Obama car-
ried voters making $15,000 to
$30,000, 52 percent to 4(5 percent.
Among voters making between
$30,000 and $50,(HK), Obama carried
56 percent to 44 percent. Obama also
won a slim majority among women.
The only demographic Obama didn't
win in Wisconsin was the over-6- 5
group.
Before last Tuesday's election, the
race in Wisconsin was suposedly a
dead-hea- t. Obama made out like a ban-
dit, winning by a margin of 58 per-
cent to 41 percent.
In response, Clinton has amed up
her attacks against Obama. Clinton
has knocked Obama's biggest
strength, his inspiration and rhetoric,
as little more than empty words.
"It's time to get real," Clinton said
on Wednesday in Manhattan. "To get
real about how we actually win this
election and get real about the chal-
lenges facing America. It's time we
moved from good words to good
works, from sound bites to sound solu-
tions."
On Tuesday, Clinton accused
Obama of plagiarism after Obama
used a sentence that Massachusetts
Governor Deval Patrick had used in a
speech in his guliernatorial bid during
the election in 2(KH.
The communications director for
the Clinton campaign claimed, "Sen.
Obama is running on the strength of
his rhetoric and the strength of his
promises and, as we have seen in the
last couple of days, he's breaking his
promises and his rhetoric isn't his
own. It raises questions ulxnit his can-
didacy." Clinton herself added, "If
your whole candidacy is about words,
those words should be your own.
That's what I think."
Thin argument worn a tad
February
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much older or much different than I
did the day I packed up my car to come
Wooster.
We've all heard the mantra "life
goes by in the blink of an eye," and
although I know I have shrugged off
the comment as I flipped my hair and
walked away on my cloud of
resilience, I'm finally beginning to get
it. Granted, I will have many years
ahead of me, but now I'm able to
acknowledge that the past 20 have
advanced at an incredible speed.
With the end of college coming
somewhat soon for me, I have had a
hard time deciding what I will make of
myself in the future years that will
serve to define me. What accomplish- -
ments will I offer to society that will
fulfill my purpose?
In order to console my worried
mind and in order to prevent this arti-
cle from inducing depression, I have
come up with my own catchy motto I
try to live by (after my homework is
complete of course) "Where's the
party at?" Take it literally or
metaphorically; look at it with a dis-
dainful eye or With agreement, but
regardless, here's to living it up!
Seriously, it's always five o'clock
somewhere.
Stephanie is a regidar contributor to the
Voice. She can be reachedfor comment at
SFuller09wooster.edu.
gets rocky
Ohio for win
overblown, given that Clinton's
"Ready for change" mantra came after
Obama won in Iowa on the strength of
his message of change. After Obama's
message of "Yes, we can" received
great publicity, Clinton followed up
claiming, "Yes, I will."
Aside from the merits of her case, it
will be interesting to see how
Clinton's sharpened tone is received.
On the one hand, Karl Rove proved
that negative campaigning can be very
effective. Bush's victory in 2004 was
due in part to the questions the Bush
administration raised about John
Kerry's heroism during Vietnam.
Clinton's positive tone aliout her
experience hasn't won over voters. If
nothing else, Clinton has nothing to
lose and everything to gain in Texas
and Ohio. Coming out swinging may
be an effective tactic in trying to
knock the halo off Obama's head.
At the same time, running a smear
campaign w ill confirm voters' under-
lying suspicions aliout Clinton.
Clinton is incredibly intelligent and
knows policy inside and out, but is as
likeable as a cold cup of bad coffee.
Running a negative campaign will
only solidify these doubts in the eyes
of the public.
On the flip side, Obama is as gen-
uine' and inspiring as they come. In a
political climate typified by partisan
politics, Obama is a breath of fresh air.
Running against change and hope,
Clinton's attacks will simply be
viewed as a lot of hot air. Strategically,
the cards are stacked against her.
The Texas and Ohio primaries
loom less than two weeks away.
Whatever Clinton's next move is, it
will need to lie done quickly.
.
If these sharpened attacks aren't
received well in Texas and Ohio,
Clinton will be done as well.
Andrew is a Sports strtion editor for the
Vokx', lie am be mtihed fir tvmnwnl at
AlbjnKumstrr.rdn.
4Britney Spears: the name is synony-
mous with fame. You can't read,,
,watch, or listen to the news without
finding something on Britney; unless,
of course, you subscribe to the Wall
Street Journal, but even they occasion
katiefoulds
ally slip up on the
weekends. She's
everywhere.
I tend to stay
away from Us.
Weeklys and the
Perez Hilton Web
site. Sure, the cov
ers often catch my eye, and I've been
known to watch the occasional E!
True Hollywood Story.
Aside from that, however, I really
can't imagine spending 20 minutes
.
examining Lindsay Lohan's bikini
body. Some peo
ple enjoy the lat-
est develop-
ments in Heath
Ledger's final
days, but I'd
rather be sleep-
ing but to
each her own.
However, it's
impossible to
ignore what I
call BritNews.
The most
recent Britney
update gets as
much media
coverage as any
other major
event.
In fact, I
specifically
remember an
theiu
u
incident a few weeks ago where one of
my professors asked the class to
explain the current situation in Kenya.
I would bet that more than one hand
yes, one hand would have been
raised had she asked the current situa-
tion of Britney Spears. It's a crazy and
inexplicable media phenomenon, and
one that I find absolutely tragic.
Our country has a voyeuristic
obsession with Britney Spears. Since
she was 16, we've been criticizing
every single move she makes'. Let's
start from the beginning. Anyone
who's been in a relationship knows
crisis scenario
that breaking up is hard to do. When
my high school boyfriend and I broke
up, I grieved Elle Woods-sty- le in the
privacy of my dorm room.
When Britney and Justin broke up,
she faced endless questions, intense
media speculation, blame, and con-
stant paparazzi in her face. That
would be enough to make anyone cry
publicly.
Fast forward a few years to a preg-
nant Britney trying to swim through a
maze of photographers while holding
her young child and attempting to
shield him from the camera flashes.
Headlines judged the frazzled young
mother's weight, clothing choice, and
hairstyle. And I can't forget to men-
tion the horribly offensive people who
Friday, February. 22, 2008
You might love her or you might
hate her, but leave Britney alone
music industry. Britney's mother
understood the mantra of the indus-
try, sex sells; she had no problem
using her daughter's adolescent body
to bolster her bank account. I certain-
ly hope I'm not the only one who sees
a problem there.
Britney has been a puppet since she
was 16, so it's no wonder that she's
dealing with some pretty intense emo-
tional issues right now.
I understand that Britney's celebri-
ty opens her up to a very public
lifestyle but that doesn't make it
acceptable for us to find pleasure in
her pain. -
Yes, she's made mistakes, but what
young person hasn't? And can we
blame her for sitting on a curb and
criticized Britney's post-ba- by body at ccrying while her life is being ripped
r . -- -:
;, 1M
"
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the VMA's. Sure, a mother of two
might want to stay away from bikinis
on television, but I'd say that Britney
looks pretty good for a woman who
has had two kids.
I could give countless examples of
how the media and the public have .
unreasonably criticized Britney in the
past decade. But no one is more to
blame than her mother.
When my mom was buying me
books titled "Herstory," and encourag-
ing me to explore the Met, travel and
think critically, Britney's mom was
selling her daughter's body to the
incredible wealth
lapart?
As some-
one who may
be prone to
some occas-
ional drama-
tic temper
tantrums,
perhaps I
have a bit too
much sympa-
thy for Brit.
But when I
have my lit-
tle break-
downs as
people tend
to do
there are
never 50
cameras in
my face. '
Despite
and celebrity,
Britney's life has been anything but
charmed.
-- And now, when her life is plagued
by personal tragedy, her fans find
entertainment in her downfall.
Though I'm not a huge fan of
Britney Spears' music, I can't help but
echo the sentiment of one of her most
adamant fans, Chris Crocker: "Leave
Britney Alone!"
' 1 .'
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Katie is an editor in ciiejiir the Voiced
She can be reached for fomment at
KFoulds08wooster.edu.
Facing thefeared quarter-lif-e crisis:
disturbing new trend or tiredfad?
The mid-li- fe crisis is a well-kno- wn
American phenomenon. The phrase
itself conjures up images of a bald-
ing, middle-age- d man, perhaps Paul
Giamatti-esqu- e, driving a candy
apple red convertible and wearing
gillianhelwig
"shades." It has
been integrated
into many movies
and many TV
shows; Steve
Martin interprets
it humorously in
"Father of the
Bride 2," while Kevin Spacey por-
trays it more seriously in "American
Beauty." And yet, although it is an
incredibly recognizable concept in
pop culture, to the younger popula
tion it is not person-
ally relevant.
Seeing as I have
pretty much always
viewed myself as a
youth, I hadn't really
considered the mid- -
, life
who is one year younger than I am.
Then it was Hayden Panettiere; she's
four years younger. Now there's
Miley Cyrus "Hannah Montana,"
who is only 15-years-- old. And (fine,
I'll admit it) I'm listening to her
music. Shouldn't she be listening to
my music or something? How can
someone so much younger be so
much more accomplished? It's com-
pletely awful.
After the celeb realization hit me,
it wasn't long before other glaring
markers of my age began to pop up.
I stopped getting IDed at bars.
Salespeople began calling me
"Ma'am" (shudder) instead of "Miss."
People I know are getting engaged.
I'm about to graduate from college,
do you not already have your perfect
adult life. Whereas a person afflicted
by a mid-li- fe crisis might purchase a
flashy car or dye his hair, quarter-lif- e
crisis victims are more likely to
spend hours on Monster.com and
CareerBuilder.com searching for his
ideal life.
A Google search of the term
reveals myriad news articles and
blog posts on the subject, suggesting
that I'm not alone in my anxiety.
Somehow, though; that's almost
more alarming.
A lot of these sources suggest that
the crisis only grows worse as people
bumble through their 20' s, wonder
ing when their grandiose dreams are
finally going to be realized. When
"The first really jarring observation I've
made recently is that celebrities are
younger than me. It started in high
are they going to
get that dream
job? Or meet the
person they're
going to settle
down with? Or
school, when I realized that I am techni- - firally stp ,ook- -
intr hack wistfully
much during my life-cal- ly older than (but still in ..the same at college and
time. That iV until I . . , T , . T begin leading a
started slowly notic- - graae as; rviary-iat- e ana Asniey uisen. i fulfilling life d
Zchofayouthany-.wa-
s relatively OK with that, but more lngrmunotae
ur- -
com- -
ri!nSure'tin cl" recently the tabloids have been filled with Plete,"e;simisticpanson to mv J person,n . hutb t mvy
favorite octogenarian younger and younger stars."
movie critics
YouTube (http:7Avww.you
tube.comuserreelgeezers), I'm still
a young person. Slowly but surely,
however, I've been coming to the
horrifying realization that I'm not as
young as I used to be.
Tlie first real jarring observation
I've made' recently is that celebrities
are younger than me. It started in
high school, when I realized that I
am technically older than (but still in
the. same grade as) Mary-Ka- te and
Ashley Olsen.
I was relatively OK with that, but
more recently the tabloids have been
filled with younger and younger
stars. First it was Lindsay Lohan
the time perioTf almost everyone
refers to as "the best years" of their
lives. Does that mean it's all downhill
from here?
I obviously don't fully identify"
with mid-li- fe crisis sufferers yet, but
I am certainly starting to approach
the realm of the quarter-lif- e crisis.
Although not as widely known as the
mid-li- fe crisis, the quarter-lif- e crisis
has been studied in movies such as
the '90s "Reality Bites," and more
recently, "The Last Kiss."
What begins as an "Oh my God,
how did I get so old" stage slowly
morphs into complete bewilderment
as to why, if you're already an adult,
instinct in this
case is to expect
The worst. Chances are I'm not going
to find that perfect job, person or fife
right away.
Maybe it will take years for my
dreams for the future to be realized
in the present.
Does anyone know how tp save
themselves from their own quarter-lif- e
crisis? '
For now, as far as my future is con-
cerned, I guess I'll just have to pre-
pare for the worst and hope for the
best.
Gillian isanA&E editor for the Voice.
She can be reached for comment at
Glltlwig08wooster.edu.
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Social gaming makes
fun timesfor broke kids
I've still got it.
Not that I ever really had it, but sometimes I like to pretend I did.
Video games have never really caught my attention the way that they've
transfixed my friends and family. I have three teenage brothers who caught
the bug, but I have always been what you would call a "casual" or a "social"
gamer.
The only game I can recall playing solo is "The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina
tedirvin
of Time, and I m not even sure 1 ve ever gotten around
to beating it.
This (in addition to many of my other qualities) makes
me a bit of an oddity in my family. After the XBOX 360
came out, it's been nearly impossible to lure my brothers
out of the basement on a Saturday. Even my stepdad can
kick back for hours with "Call of Duty". It's gotten to the
point where he comes home on his lunch break to shoot at
Nazis, and he's a respected department chair at Denison University. I guess
professors at small, liberal arts schools in Ohio have a lot of free time. Just
kidding.
I've never been a hater, but I would never have claimed to be a true gamer
and I probably never will. All that said, however, I've rediscovered the appeal
of video games over the past couple of weeks.
Lately I've felt compelled to test my talents on the old-scho- ol Nintendo 64
games with some guys on the hall. And let me tell you, nothing breaks the
monotony of a Monday night like a good game of "Super Smash Bros." on
the old system. -
More so than anything, I've enjoyed the good, wholesome fun that a good
gaming session provides to a group of broke college kids. I would have
described my first semester here as somewhat antisocial, so this sort of social
gaming has been a nice deviance from my fallback of holing up in my room
and watching old episodes of "Family Guy."
Party-gaini- ng with "GoldenEye," "Super Smash Bros." and "Mario Kart"
here in college takes me back to the bored Friday night sleepovers that I had
with my middle school friends; I recall lots of pizza, perverted jokes and
sleeping bags on hardwood floors.
These are the memories that I've tried to preserve, and the people who I've
shared these experienceswith are the people I've made a point of maintain-
ing friendships with as we've fumbled through adolescence.
Packing people in a tiny dorm to run around shooting each other on TV is
a better basis for developing friendships than spending a drunken night at the
UG grinding all over someone's leg or sharing notes with a kid from philos-
ophy class.
Hooking up the Nintendo 64 and attacking some of the guys on my half
with Kirby's patented "rock move" has been my attempt at remedial social
development and I imagine it'll do wonders. The kids I kill with James Bond's
classic silenced PP7 might very well become the guys I drink scotch with at
our future class reunions.
The monotonous Mondays on campus that I should spend doing home-
work may very well create the memories that I'll try to preserve in five years
or so when I find' myself clueless and underqualified for what they tend to
call the "real world."
For now, I'm content with being competent in the virtual world and I'm
enjoying the company it provides".
Ted is a Viewpoints editor for the Voice. He can be reached-fo- r comment at
' 'tffywtfMwoiter.tdu. ;; . .
A flawed approach
to women's rights
I'm just going to drop the bomb right away: conservatives respect women
more than liberals do.
Obviously, it's not that liberals try to harm women through their agenda;
but, in fact, that is the net effect of it.
No reasonable person would deny women the right to equal opportunity,
hiring and pay. Every woman should be given the full opportunity to go out
josephmccarthy
and do whatever she wants to do.
There are many who are very ambitious, and that's fine,
but the whole issue of women's rights is sometimes taken
to the level where it does more harm than good to women
in general. ...
One way in which it does this is through its application
of pressure on women to leave the home and join the
workforce.
Whether this is inadvertent or not is up for discussion and probably differs
amongst various individuals and groups.
The point is that many women would be content to take care of their home
and children but the women's rights movement often puts them in an "I will
harm the cause of women if I don't get a career" sort of mindset.
The movement is about freedom of choice, but do women really have a
completely free choice if they have certain people regarding them with dis-
respect because of their chosen role in society?
That brings us to another point: the homemaker's role in society.
Conservatives understand that the role a traditional woman has in the home
is just as important as the man's. No, it's not about cooking and cleaning and
whatnot; a maid can do all that and so can the man if he so desires; it's pri-
marily about the children.
Yes, it's possible for a mother to have her husband take care of her children
(if he doesn't have a full-ti- me job), or for them to stay in a daycare center or
for her maid to take care of .them.
I put forth these questions to. you: doesn't every kid deserve to be taken
care of by his or her mother? Is that such a horrendous idea? One can go on
all day about the various supposed benefits a child gets through staying at
daycare until someone picks them up, but nothing will change basic human
nature, one part of which is children longing to be cared for by their moth-
ers.
.It's not that anyone who doesn't have his mom around when he's a kid will
become messed up or anything, but if that structure is built into our genes
(which it is, otherwise it wouldn't nave existed in human society since prehis-
toric times, which it has), why should we change it? And for what? So that
a few feminists can feel better about their role in society?
As I've stated earlier, those women can do whatever they please, but it is
wrong for them to pressure other women into their chosen societal role.
That is against liberal principles in and of itself, no? .
Women's rights are crucial. They must have the same political rights as
men and the option to go out and work should be entirely open. But the fact
that the option is available does not mean that all women should be pressured
into taking it.
Instead of trying to change the country's social structure, liberals should
instead learn to appreciate the role of the traditional woman: taking care of
the home and children. This is what conservatives have already done.
To disrespect that role is just as bad as disrespecting the role of a working
woman.
This is Joseph's second editorial for the Voice. He can be reached for comment at
JMcCarthyllwooster.edu.
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OARDC pursues sustainability with Mellinger Farm
Innovative program brings agriculture and academia together
Hugh Brown
Voice Staff
The Ohio Agricultural Research
and Development Center (OARDC) is
currently in the process of receiving
324 usable acres of farmland in the
general area surrounding Wooster.
The land will be used as a farming ,
model to invesigate numerous fields of
study both at OARDC and The
College of Wooster.
The acreage was a gift from Wayne
County resident Patricia Miller
Quinby and the estate of her late sis-
ter, Virginia Miller Reed, and is locat-
ed approximately eight miles north- -
east of the OARDC campus. The proj-
ect retains the land's original name,
Mellinger Farm, and offers a chance
for collaboration between different
forms of education.
"Right now every branch of the
OARDC is pretty compartmentalized,
without much' interaction between
departments," said Casey Hoy, chair of
Agricultural Ecosystems Management
at the OARDC.
"The Mellinger Farm presents a
unique opportunity. We are structur-
ing the project as a model to incorpo-
rate every system of study here at the
OARDC. With this project, we will no
longer be isolated to 'just the field,' or
'just the orchard' and so forth; rather,
we will have a fully functioning
model."
In keeping with the OARDC's
objectives, the program aims to be a
liaison between the area's rich agricul-
tural community and environmental
science.
"Part of what the OARDC does is
put science behind what many farmers
already know in a laboratory setting,
but then- - we take it one step further
and can do more advanced research
without as much risk as the farmer
would themselves," said Hoy.
By moving experimental farming
techniques into a laboratory and state-fund-ed
research, the OARDC can bet-
ter investigate innovative practices
that increase efficiency and sustain-
ability. "It allows us to attempt
practices that are fundamentally dif-
ferent than what you would be able to
do if your livelihood were on the line,"
Hoy said..
One good example of the way the
OARDC develops entirely new prac-
tices is that of conservation tilling.
"We have been running trials of dif-
ferent tilling techniques for 35 years,"
said Hoy. As a result of this work,
conservation tilling is now a proven
method in preventing topsoil erosion,
a form of pollution.
According to Hoy, the farm will
present an exceptional learning
opportunity from numerous perspec-
tives and in a wide range of interests.
"We've been in contact with the
organic farming group on campus. I
Most disappointing to me was that
when asked how one could apply the
topics covered to the student lifestyle
specifically, the practice of eating
up to six small meals a day instead of
two or three large ones Dean
offered no useful tips beyond stealing
food from the dining hall or buying
extra food.
As a College of Wooster alum, he
should have a strong sense of a college
student's budget (I pull in just over
$50 a week, and after my coffee, laun-
dry, gas and personal expenses are
through, I feel like crying). In addition,
I would imagine Chuck Wagers would
be interested to hear that the Wellness
think it also pres-
ents a good I.S.
opportunity," said
Hoy of the project.
The OARDC also
intends to have the
program be eco-
nomically self-sustaini- ng,
and because
of this, the project
will have to carry
out some of the
same functions as a
regular farm. "If a
student needs to
research a ' farm,
here is an active
model they will be
able to use," Hoy
pointed out.
"It can also act as
a farm business
' incubator, allowing
entrepreneurs to
"I felt that the topics under discussion
were not tailored to the college lifestyle."
Jessica Winchell '09
Center advocates taking extra food out
of the dining halls.
This brings me to my next criticism:
the fact that Chuck Wagers, Director
of Hospitality Services at Wooster,
was not present. Dean, when further
pressed about how to apply healthy
eating habits promoted at the dinner to
Wooster's meal plan, suggested that
the students forward him suggestions
on how to make Wooster dining more
hospitable for healthy eating and that
he, in turn, would forward those sug-
gestions to Chuck Wagers.
L was under the impression that the
dinner was meant to teach the stu-
dents how to be healthier, not for the
students to teach hospitality.
Furthermore, students are making
suggestions already: there have been
numerous calls in the past to extend
the hours Lowry is open, to post more
nutritional information on the foods
being served, to increase the number
of low-f- at and low-calor- ie options and
to offer alternate meal plans to suit
if '
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experiment with Mellinger Farm, an OARDC agriculture project (Photo courtesy Hugh Brown).
alternative small
agricultural business models."
In addition, sustainability is particu-
larly important to the Mellinger Farm
project. "The project alsd offers a good
opportunity for sustainable develop-
ment education," said Hoy. "Students
can come and learn different sustain-
able methods. This then offers a
chance for College of Wooster stu-
dents to become involved in a sustain-
able development project."
Eating how-t-o gets mixed reviews
Nutrition
Dinner
Illustration by Jennifer Jones.
Jessica Winchell
Voice Staff
Last Sunday, I attended the
Nutrition Dinner hosted by the
Cleveland Clinic and The College of
Wooster Longbrake Student Wellness
Center, featuring Susan Albers-Bowli- ng
'97 and Dave Cannon of the
Cleveland Clinic, as well as Pam
Tegtmeier from the Wellness Center.
The event was organized by Dan Dean
'02, health promotion coordinator at
the Wellness Center.
The goal of the dinner was to teach
students how to eat healthier and
incorporate exercise into their daily
lives. Albers did a r
presentation on
mindful eating,
encouraging stu-
dents to pay closer
attention to their
dietary habits. '
Cannon spoke
about the way portion sizes have
increased over the years, and how to
reduce calorie intake without compro-
mising nutrition. Tegtmeier focused
on simple ways to burn calories and
how to do so in a safe and effective
manner. Following this, Dean headed
up a question-and-answ- er portion of
the meal. '
In my opinion, the dinner was both a
success and a failure. While the speak-
ers did effectively convey critical facts
about how to and how not to eat, I felt
that the topics under discussion were
"
not tailored to the college lifestyle.
Most of us know that you should not
eat a meal quickly or when you are not
hungry, yet that can be a challenge
when you are trying to schedule your
meals around classes, jobs, extracurri-
cular and dining hall hours. Albersi
Bowling even admitted that some
pointers were simply not possible for
the typical Wooster student's schedule,
yet did not offer alternative strategies
that would work for students.
J
students' nutritional wants or needs.
I feel as though Dean's call for sug-
gestions was not only an exercise in
futility, but a way to save face because
he really could not suggest a viable
way for students to practice healthy
eating while on the meal plan. I am
willing to forward suggestions to
Chuck Wagers until I am blue in the
face, along with plenty of healthy,
tasty recipes I would like to see served
at meal times. What I want to know is,
until these suggestions are imple-
mented, how do I eat healthily in
Lowry right now?
During the part of the meal desig-
nated for discussion about exercise,
however, I was very
impressed. My only
complaint is that
Tegtmeier did not have
longer to speak, but
she made the most of
what little time she
was given. Tegtmeier
utilized two very helpful handouts that
presented students with strategies to
start an exercise regimen at their level,
whether they are a 6'6" athlete or a 5'2"
couch potato.
Tegtmeier stressed that it could be
as easy as going for a walk with a
friend a few times a week, as long as
you are moving and doing an activity
that you will enjoy for years to come.
Her presentation was the kind of tai-
lored talk that I was hoping to get
from all the speakers present at the
dinner, and I applaud her for making
exercise achievable for everyone.
In short, I feel that while there were
very useful points made, the strategies
discussed at the dinner were largely
inaccessible to college students.
Because of this, I left feeling more frus-
trated than dptimistic. I would like to
see more educational meetings on stay-
ing healthy in college in the future, but
I hope that those talks will remain true
to that specific topic: staying healthy in
college.
' Through associations like these, the
program has the potential to unite the
OARDC and The College of Wooster.
"I think it would be a. really great
way to tie in the two campuses, and
offers a good opportunity to get ideas
for our own sustainable projects," said
Allison Passero '08, president of The
College of Wooster's Greenhouse
program. "Being as both the campus-
es are so close to each other, it serves
as a good. opportunity to bring both
communities together. Especially
with the environmental studies minor
being passed at The College of
Wooster, I think it would be a really
good asset to have."
For more, information on the
Mellinger Farm endeavor, Hoy will
have an open discussion on the pro-
gram today, Feb. 22 at 4 p.m. in Kauke
Hall, room 037.
OJWIHiNUdiltfEU ina:rr
This is the first installment of a rotating column in
Features that will focus on the interests and concerns of
a variety of distinct campus organizations. This week
spotlights "Environmental Insight," which is dedicated
to discussing various environmental issues and appre-
hensions, promoting green events and initiatives and
showcasing Wooster's involvement in the movement,
both on campus and in the community. If you are inter-
ested in contributing to "Environmental Insight, " please
contact Greenhouse members Andrew Gross at
agross08wooster. edu
apassero08wooster.edu.
Recently, Greenhouse was asked to
write a column for the Voice dis-
cussing the environmental problems
that our generation will one day be
forced to address.
This is a broad, extensive and
andrewgross
complicated .
issue. And it
isn't one that I
or any individ-
ual will be able
to adequately
address with-
out the input
and support of
a greater community a Wooster,
national and world community.
So I have been thinking: what are
the- - issues that most need to be
addressed? How do we get students
to take the plunge and start thinking
and acting in ecologically beneficial
ways? What questions and what
solutions do we propose?
In this first installment of what I
hope will become a much larger dis-
cussion about the environment, its
significance and our contributions, I
would like to first address the issue
of "Why care?"
The question, "Why should we
care?" is an important one, and I
want to focus on it because it seems
as though students already have an
idea about the environmental prob-
lems we will be facing.
This does not mean, o( course,
that every student knows all of the
problems associated with modern
agriculture, climate change, recy-
cling, nuclear energy or all of the
other specific issues.
It does mean, however, .that when
an issue is focused on in the commu-
nity, students will not be surprised
to hear that complex environmental
problems are associated with that
issue.
It seems that students are quite
aware of the fact that we are facing
some deep problems and those prob
or Allison Passero at
lems need to be fixed.
So, instead of simply informing
you of the carbon dioxide emitted by
driving or the methane released from
cows, I want to return to the ques-
tion, "Why care?"
What is the importance of clean
air, clean water, reducing greenhouse
emissions and protecting diverse
species? Are these more important
than the economic, cultural an per-
sonal sacrifices that we will have to
bear, in order to bring about substan-
tial change?
Furthermore, are we as individuals
and members of a small liberal arts
school actually able to affect the
entire world? Can we do anything?
Why care?
I have no way of answering these
questions, but at the very .least' I
want to propose that we as individu-
als are dependent on the health of
our communities, and the health of
our communities are dependent on.
the health of our ecology and our
environment.
We are not human without the
world that connects us, and as such,
we cannot begin to have the crucial
conversation about ways to improve
and preserve the environment until
we as individuals and we as commu-
nities have intimately explored the
question, "Why care?"
When we have asked, answered
and then re-answ- ered this question,
and make necessary sacrifices such
as conserving energy, recycling and
changing our energy consumption,
we will be able to, respond and act
accordingly and we will finally know
the importance of and reasons for
caring.
This regular column should be
nothing more and nothing less than
part of a greater dialogue about the
environment and what we need to do
about it. It is an ongoing and diffi-
cult discussion, but it is one that we
must have.
Andrew Gross '08 is a self-design- ed political theory major at
the College. He is involved in Greenhouse and also partic-
ipates in Moot Court and the League of Informed Voters.
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Getting personal with author Tony D'Souza
Author of acclaimed "Whiteman " visits Wooster
Pat Hughes
Voice Staff
On a cold and blustery February
afternoon I found myself fidgeting on
the front porch of Wooster's quaint
Black Squirrel Inn.
I was waiting for Tony D'Souza,'
author of the critically acclaimed nov-
els "Whiteman" and "The Konkans,"
and recent guest speaker at The College
of Wooster. Leaning against a splin-
tered wooden railing, I nursed a ciga-
rette to pass the time and watched a
group of. electrical workers trying to
repair a fallen power line from a storm
the night before. ,
Doing my best to forget about the icy
barrage of wind that was breaking
through the lining of my weathered
winter coat, I began to think more
about the man I was about to interview.
A wave of anxiety struck me as I
pondered the situation.
He's an author who, at age 33, has
already reached a level of professional
success that some novelists will never
achieve in a lifetime, and I'm just some"
guy writing for the entertainment sec-
tion of his school's paper in Middle of
Nowhere, Ohio.
Did I really expect myself to be able
to have a conversation with this guy?- -
Yet, any fears or apprehension I
might have had about my visit vanished
as quickly as they had appeared when
D'Souza came bounding through the
Inn's antique wooden doors, after fran-tic- iy
searching for the leftovers of his
lunch that "were buried somewhere
inside his car.
While I watched him hunt for a
snack,-- 1 relaxed, realizing the author
clad in the weathered jeans and Red
Stripe t-s-hirt was just as normal as
myself.
With one hand toting the fruits of
his labor in a green Styrofoam case, he
extended the other out to me, introduc-
ing himself and invited me in from
the cold.
Once inside, we sat down in some
high backed chairs by a replica'fire, and
I was able to thaw out and start to ask
some questions.
When was the first time you knew
you were going to be a professional
writer?
"I've always loved --the way Hemingway would tell a story. His
'
writing is always easy to read, but it never compromises
itself as art. That's always been huge to me."
Tony D'Souza,
Author
Story, dialogue lack originality in "27 Dresses
Gillian Daniels
Voice Staff
"27 Dresses" slouched into theaters
in the middle of January with little to
offer the fun, happy-go-luc-ky chick
flick genre besides a tired formula
masquerading as a vaguely interest
ing film.
Katherine Heigl of
"Knocked Up" (2007) stars
as Jane Nichols, an over-
worked, under-appreciat- ed
every-woma- n.
Jane breaks her back,
obsessively planning her
friends' weddings while desperately
hoping for her own.
Heigl is a convincing actress. Her
character is enthusiastic and moder-
ately entertaining to watch, but the
actress's charisma isn't quite enough
to save the lazy script.
Planning weddings is such a large
part of her life, one wonders why Jane
isn't a wedding planner herself, at least
until one remembers' that was already
made into a movie.
The character appears to be
designed very consciously, as if the
producers were completely occupied
The first time I really started
about it was before I went to col
lege, when I was
riding my bike ,rtt-
-
across Alaska.
During the 4,
trip, I read
Ernest Hem-
ingway's "Sol-
dier's Home" and
it just really
spoke to me.
After that, I
sort of gave
myself the goal
of having my
first novel pub-
lished by 25,
because that's
how old
Hemingway was
when he did.
It definitely
.took me a couple
more years to
get the disci- - Photo courtesy Kathie Clyde.
pline I needed to
actually get published, but I knew that
I'd found my calling.
So if you weren't a writer, could
you see yourself doing any-
thing else?
I'm grateful that I was able Ko find
my calling. ' . '
If I start to get pissed off or bitter
that a story I'm working on isn't going
as well as I'd want it to, I always look
back on that and consider myself really
lucky. '
So to answer your question, no way;
there's nothing else I" could ever see
myself being besides a writer.
When you find yourself desperate
for some inspiration, where do you
look when you need a muse?
(Laughing) Well, I really like Miller
Lite. Other than that, sometimes I'U
look to some of my favorite authors if
with making a modern Cinderella with
whom the audience could identify.
The story involves Jane's attempt to
plan and organize the wedding of her
obnoxious younger sister, Tess (Malin
Ackerman).
Tess is marrying Jane's boss and
longtime crush, George (Edward
Burns). Like
most of the
contrived
situations, in
the script,
the love tri-
angle 'feels
forced. Tess,
meanwhile, succeeds so well at being a
brat that it becomes less and less likely
that Jane would have enough sisterly
affection to plan her wedding at all.
Kevin Doyle (James Marsden) plays
Jane's love interest, an aspiring jour-
nalist who dislikes weddings. He
comes off as a jerk in the beginning.
Kevin is meant to transform into a
much more gentlemanly, sensitive suit-
or during the course of the film,
though his change feels artificial.
In Marsden's defense, all the script
requires him to do is fill in the role of
a Ken doll, albeit a pessimistic one.
In Theaters Feb. 22 On DVD Feb. 26
Be Kind Rewind 30 Days of Night
; V: Charlie Bartlett Beowulf
The Counterfeiters The Darjeeling Limited
Cover Death at a Funeral
The Duchess of Langeais Goya's Ghosts
:
j The Signal Resurrecting the Champ
Vantage Point Silk
Witless Protection
On DVD March 11
In Theaters Feb. 29 August Rush
City of Men Bee Movie
Jar City Dan in Real Life
The Other Boleyn Girl Hitman
Penelope No Country for Old Men
I'm really, stuck..
I love Cormac McCarthy, and I think
The Road is one
7 of the greatest of
books of our
time, so I might the
look at that if I
need to. The
best advice I
could give to
any young do
writer would
simply be just to
to read.
Read as much
as possible.
When you find a
passage that
really speaks to
? you, just read it
over and overA''
again until you at
truly know it.
You can learn so
much that way.
Are there any
other authors.
that you feel have influenced your
writing?
,
I've always loved the way
Hemingway would tell a story. His
writing is always easy to read, but it
never compromises itself as art.
That's always been huge to me. Tim
O'Brien is great too; he is really able to
I
add more color to a story.
In "Whiteman," the protagonist is
a relief worker in Africa. You your-
self spent time there while working
for the Peace Corps. How much of
yourself do you try to place into
your characters?
Everyone that knows' about my life
and reads the book sees the character as
me, and while there are some similari-
ties, out there are huge parts of our
personalities that are very different.
The character in "Whiteman" is defi- -
Actually, the character as a Ken doll
isn't too far off, especially when Jane
models her collection of bridesmaid
dresses for him Barbie-styl-e.
This dress modeling sequence is
cute, and it's certainly a highlight in
the film, but the movie couldn't be
more obvious about baiting an all-fem- ale
demographic if it tried.
Playing the archetypal, sassy best
friend is Casey (Judy Greer) who has
.
stupid one-line- rs instead of a person-
ality. Her presence in the film, which
contributes nothing to the action, is
more than enough evidence of this
movie's lack of imagination.
As thankful as I am to movie studios
for a couple of hours of entertain-
ment, I would appreciate a more inno-
vative, surprising character to fill in
the "sidekick" role once in a while.
To be perfectly honest, I would
appreciate a more innovative story to
fill the theaters once in a while, too.
It isn't just the chick flick genre suf-
fering from the cinema's current cre
,
.
,
Lem
k
4
V out wee
nitely more naive than I was, but he's
also more of a risk-tak- er.
The pretty girl is pursued, and some
the other fantasies I had while I was
there, he lives out. I don't exaggerate
facts, though, of what's going on
over there.
You have gotten praise for both
your short stories and your novels.
When it comes down to it, which one
you really prefer to write?
When I first started writing, it used
be short stories, but now I'd have to
say it's changed to novels.
I've got a fiancee and a baby on the
way. I'm a full time writer, so financial-
ly, you sort of have to.
The key is, you have to look at the
market without compromising your art.
Do you think that knowing you're
going to be a father has changed you
all as a writer? t
I can tell you I'm definitely working
more frantically now.
When I look at a lot of my favorite
authors, none of them were really the
best authors.
I'm working as hard as I can right
now so I can provide my kids with the
best life that I can give them.
At this point, I . looked down at my
phone and noticed that I had a mid-
term exam scheduled to start with or
without me in a matter of minutes, and
even though L could have kept talking
with Tony for the rest of the afternoon,
decided it was in my best interest to
end my interview here.
Before I left, though, I made sure to
ask one more question as I was heading
back out into the arctic wind.
On my way to the inn, I had been
listening to NPR and they had a con-
test in which you were supposed to
write your own memoir using 'only
six words.
The contest itself fascinated me, so
I decided to ask my host which six
words he would use.
A bit caught off-gua- rd, Tony. was
still able to -- give an answer that
summed up everything I got out of
my interview: "Read. Wrote. Drank.
Loved. Walked Far."
The simple precis of the life of a
young writer who, before he puts
down his pen, is sure to leave his
mark on the American novel.
ative drought as action films and
adventure franchises continue to be
recycled.
Statistically speaking, there must be
people out there coming up with ideas
that could challenge and revolutionize
mainstream filmmaking.
Where are these people and why
aren't they making funnier, better
chick flicks?
Whether or not the story was
intended to be heartfelt, it simply does-
n't succeed. Parts of this movie were
so horribly unfunny, I physically
cringed and looked away from the
screen.
Instead, I found myself laughing at
"27 Dresses" where the producers
probably didn't intend its audience to
find humor.
A lot of the lines are eye-ro- ll wor-
thy, even the moderately good ones.
"27 Dresses" panders to its target
audience with girlish glee, meanwhile
avoiding any attempt to break new
ground.
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Entertainment news across America
is being overtaken by coverage of the
upcoming Academy Awards.
With all the hype about recent films
such as "No Country for Old Men" and
"Juno" circulating through the media,
there is only one conclusion 1 can make:
it is now officially Oscar season.
As I read different critics' takes on
this year's crop of films, I find myself
becoming more informed about what
exactly makes a movie award-worth- y.
So what exactly makes a movie
deserving of an Oscar? The answer is
not simple, and many factors con-
tribute to the creation of a near-perfe- ct
movie.
Among the criteria upheld by the
Academy, it is clear that, above all, the
cast must be good
and the plot must
be thick.
This year, Jon
Stewart (of
Comedy Central's
"The Daily
missiebender s,,ow") ,wi"
i. the 80th install-
ment of the awards.
The Academy Awards, as we know
them, are put on to recognize outstand-
ing work done in cinema. We art,
essentially, giving the entertainment
industry another opportunity to bask
in its own glory.
The award ceremony highlights the
work of many actors, directors, writers
and film technicians.
Amidst the countless movie critiques
appearing everywhere in today's media,
film critics across America have all had
one thing in common: "No Country for
Old Men" will win Best Picture.
Not only does this film have an all-st- ar
cast (Tommy Lee Jones, Beth
Grant, Stephen Root, Javier Bardem
and Josh Brolin), but the cinematogra-
phy is also beyond brilliant.
So a movie needs to have an all-st- ar
cast and great cinematography to win?
Yes, but there is more to it.
Brothers Joel1 and Ethan Coen's
adaptation of Cormac McCarthy's
2005 novel has character.
Rolling: Stone magazine has
acclaimed "No Country for Old Men"'
to be a 'literate mediation on America's
bloodlust for the easy fix." This movie
is entertaining, and ticket sales can
vouch for its popularity.
. Another fantastic flick nominated for
Best Picture is "Juno." This idiosyn-
cratic tale of a teen pregnancy has defi-
antly struck a chord with audiences
across America.
The soundtrack is something worth
noting, as it has received high praises
from multiple music magazine reviewers.
Something that distinguishes "Juno"
from the rest of the nominees is that it
is classified as a comedy.
The Academy has not awarded Best
Picture to a comedy since the 50th
Academy Awards, when "Annie Hall"
received best picture in 1977.
Perhaps "Juno" has less of a chance
of winning because their cast is young.
Some critics even think that because
"Juno" was not also nominated for Best
Editing, the movie has less of a
chance at winning Best Picture (and
most Best Picture winners are at least
nominated for Best Editing as well).
So, a movie must have an eccentric
cast and rich plot, and having recogni-
tion in other departments of film also
helps.
A movie must also Ik' unique to be
considered Oscar-worth-y. If we take a
look at the past ten years we find these
three things to be true in all "Best
Picture" winners.
In 1998, "Shakespeare in Love" won,
and it's easy to admit that their cast
was admirable. In addition to winning
Best Picture, "Shakescare in Love"
took home six additional awards, one of
them being Gwyneth Pal trow for Best
Actress.
The following year, "American
Beauty" took home live Academy
Awards, including Best Picture.
In 2002, Miramax's production of
"Chicago" took home Best Picture and
two years later, "Million Dollar Baby"
captured the famous award title.
Both of these movies had award-winni- ng
casts, which without a doubt
enhanced their chances for winning.
Now that we know a little bit more
about what exactly makes something
Oscar-worth-y, it will be interesting to
see the outcome.
Will "No Country for Old Men" win
the 2008 Academy Award for "Best
Picture"?
We won't know until Sunday.
I suggest you tune in to watch the
80th Academy Awards; this is, after all,
huge part of entertainment history.
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The College of Wooster indoor
track & field teams competed in two
separate meets last weekend. Some
members of the team began the week-
end with the non-scori- ng Kenyon
College Invitational on Friday night,
before a select group of Scots compet-
ed at the All Ohio meet Saturday in
Westerville, Ohio.
The women made a strong showing
on Friday night. Suzanne Capehart 'l 1
was the lone Scot winner, taking top-hono-rs
in the 5000-met- er run with a
time of 19:21.1 1. Ali Drushal '09 also
scored with a third-pla- ce finish in the
pole vault (9 feet, 0.25 inches).
Elizabeth Wardrop '11 rounded out
the top Scot finishers by taking third
in the long jump (14 feet, 4 inches).
The men showed their depth as
Scots who are often buried behind
other excellent Scot athletes, used
their absences to record excellent fin-
ishes. Averell Gatton '09 recorded a
second-pla- ce finish in the high jump (6
feet, 0.5 inches) while adding a fourth-pla- ce
showing in the triple jump (40
This Week's Key Games
Men's Basketball
Host NCAC Tournament Quarterfinals on Feb. 26 ,
Host NCAC Tournament Semifinals on Feb. 29 (barring loss)
Host NCAC Tournament Championship on March 1 (barring loss
In Quarterfinals)
Women's Basketball
Saturday, Feb. 23 at Earlham (3 p.m.)
NCAC Quarterfinals begin on Feb. 26 (Wooster has yet to clinch a
playoff berth)
SportsVoice .
Women take third, men take fifth at NCACs
Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
The men's and women's swimming
teams concluded
, their seasons
Saturday in the three-da- y North
Coast Athletic Conference
Championships. Both teams finished
near the middle of the pack, while
Eric Babbitt '10 and the mens 200
medley relay team turned in the best
individual performances over the
weekend.
The men's team totaled 740 points,
leaving them dead in the middle out
of the nine teams in the conference.
This total was well behind tradition-
al powers Kenyon College, which
came in first with 1,633, and Denison
University, which came in right
behind at 1,598. Behind these two
juggernauts came Wa"bash College,
which topped the millennium mark at
1,066, and the Scots' arch-riva- l,
Wittenberg University, finished nar-
rowly ahead of the Scots with 768 to
grab fourth-plac- e. The other four
teams in the conference finished well
behind these top five.
Individually, Babbitt had a field day.
He went on to three championship
finals in the 200 butterfly, 50 free and
100 free. In the 200 butterfly, Babbitt
notched the fifth-faste- st time in the
prelims with a time of 1:56.46, then
went on to beat his own time in the
finals, shaving three-tent- hs of a sec-
ond of that time (1:56.1 6).
He posted a time of 2 1 .4 1 in the 50
free finals, and earned a seventh-plac- e
finish in the' 100 fly, with a time
of 51.80..
The 200 free team of Babbitt, Ryan
Radtke '10, Michael Saltzman '10 and
Brendan Horgan '11 turned in a
third-pla- ce finish that was good
enough to earn all-NC- AC honors
with a time of 1:25.18. The 400 free
team of Babbitt, Horgan, Andrew
Olsen '09 and Logan LaBerge '10
v ' V s
Andrew Olsen '09 and the rest of the men's 400 free relay fin-
ished fourth overall with a time of 3:30.95. They will compete
tomorrow in the Kenyon Invitational (Photo courtesy OPI).
came in fourth-plac- e .with a time of
3:30.95.
Radtke and LaBerge also reached
the finals in individual heats. LaBerge
took sixth overall in the finals for the
200 backstroke, while Radtke reached
the finals in the 200 individual med-
ley and finished eighth (1:56.88).
For the diving team, Alex Gauvin
'08 took sixth and seventh places in
the one meter and three-met- er
boards, respectively. Gauvin had a
score of 359.85 on the one-met- er and
324.80 on the three-mete- r.
The women's team came in third
with 886.5 points, also finishing
behind titans Kenyon and Denison.
Kenyon barely held off Denison,
Track teams compete
in two weekend meets
feet, 1 1.75 inches). Matt Jensen '08 also
recorded a second-plac- e finish in the
55-me- ter hurdles (8.29).
The Scots' success in the field
events continued at the All-Oh- io
Championships. Leading the way for
the men on Saturday was Steve
Zumbrun '08 finishing fifth in the
shot put with a throw of 44 feet, 9
inches. Jon Mathis '10 also had a
strong performance, finishing sixth in
the high jump (6 feet, 1.25 inches).
Eric Dyer '10 also scored with a seven-
th-place finish in the triple jump
(42, 5.25).
Bryan Albani '10 was the lone Scot
scorer on the track, finishing seventh
in the 55-me- ter hurdles with a quick
time, of 8.19.
Kayla Miller '09 was the lone
woman scorer for the Scots, finishing
seventh in the triple jump after record-
ing a jump of 34 feet, 5.5 inches.
The Scot will continue their season
today at the Greater Cleveland
Championships in Berea, Ohio. It will
mark the Scots last chance to tune up
before the NCAC Champions begin
on the weekend of Feb. 29, in
Granville, Ohio.
winning by a mere 15 points, 1,630
to 1,615.
For the women's team, it marked
their best finish in three years. From
1998 to 2005, the team had consis-
tently notched third at the conference
championships. However, in 2006, the
team came out with a fourth-plac- e
finish, and last year the team dropped
to a fifth-pla- ce finish,
Syd Kelly ' 10 led the charge for the
women, advancing to the finals in
two events, the 100 and 200 breast. In
the 200 breast, she finished seventh
overall with a time of 2:33.07. In the
.
100 breast, she finished with a time of
1:10.50, which notched eighth-plac- e
overall. To round out her impressive
NCAC Winter Standings
Men't Basketball Men'i Top 25 RHng
1.) Amherst (22-2- )
1. ) Wooster (14-1- ) (21-- 3) 2.) Centre (21-1- )
2.) Wittenberg (11-- 3) (15-8- ) 3) Hope (19-3- )
3. ) Ohio Wesleyin (10-- 4) (15-- 7) 4.) Washington U (18-- 4)
4. ) Wabih (9-- 5) (15-8- ) 5.) UW- - Steveni Point (19-4- )
5. ) Kenyon (9-5- ) (U-1- 2) 6)Brandeis(l8-4- )
6. ) Allegheny (6-- 9) (11-13- ) 7.) UW- - Whitewater (19-4- )
7. ) Hiram (5-9- ) (8-1- 5) 8.) Capital (20-3- )
8. ) Oberlin (3-- 1 1)(4-19- ) 9.) Matt. Dartmouth (21-2- )
9. ) Earlham (2-1- 2) (4-1- 9) 10.) Augustan (18-5- )
9.) Denison (2-1- 2) (2-2- 1) 11.) Plattsburgh State (21-2- )
12. ) Wooster (21-- 3)
13. ) Guilford (19-- 4)
14. ) Rochester (17-5- )
15. ) Mary Hardin-Baylo- r (20-3- )
16. ) St. Thomas (20-3- )
17. ) Urtinus (21-2- )
18) Lawrence (18 2)
19.) Virginia Wesleyan (19-5- )
20)UW-Oshkosh(17-- 6)
21. )Maryville(Tenn.)(21-2- )
22. ) Occidental (20-3- )
23)UW-Platteville(17-- 6)
24.) Millsaps (21-3- )
day, Kelly notched tenth-pla- ce overall
in the 400 individual medley
(4:48.44).
Lindsey Dorko '09 also fared well
in the breaststroke, coming in 11 in
the 200 (2:36.37) and 12 in the 100
(1:12.33). Allie Kibler-Campb- ell '10
came in tiinth overall in the 100
breaststroke (1:10.67), while Tamari
Farquharson '11 also had a nice
showing, finishing right behind
Kibler-Campb-ell for 10th place
(1:10.96).
Meggie Edwards also made the
finals, advancing in the 100 back.
Edwards finished seventh overall in
this event with a time of 1:00.45.
Edwards also turned in a team best
in the 50 free with a time of 25.13.
This was good enough for 12th place
overall..
.
May Tobar "11 came in ninth over-
all in the 100 backstroke, finishing
with a time of 1:00.97. Tobar also
finished 12th overall in the 200 back-
stroke.
Alice Case '09 took home ninth
overall in the 100 butterfly (59.59).
For the women, Julie Pinzur '09
chipped in and added some key
points, tallying fourth on the three-met- er
boards (286.70) and seventh on
the one-met- er boards (271.70).
Both teams had solid days. For the
women, it was a solid day after com-
peting against arguably the two
toughest teams in the entire country
and finishing, in the top-thi- rd of the
conference.
The men nearly came away with a
fourth-pla- ce finish that would have
put them in the top-ha- lf of the con-
ference. Babbitt and the men's 200
relay team each enjoyed highly suc-
cessful performances that will keep
their seasons going. The relay team
will compete again tomorrow, Feb.
23, in the Kenyon Invitational.
Babbitt will then go on to compete in
two additional races.
Hubbell to replace Meese
as interim head coach
Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
Head field hockey coach Brenda
Meese, who has won more than 300
games in her collegiate career, is
leaving for one year on a faculty sab-
batical. However, Meese feels that
the team remains in good hands as
second-ye- ar assistant coach Kelly
Hubbell takes over as interim coach.
Meese feels that
the transition should
be a relatively easy
one for both Hubbell
and the team because
of --Hubb'ell's long
history with the field
hockey program.
Hubbell played for
Meese for four years,
and has been on
Meese's coaching
staff for the past two
as an assistant coach.
Meese has no
qualms about hand
ing the ropes over to
Hubbell for a year.
Interim coach Kelley
Hubbell (courtesy OPI).
"It will be a smooth transition,'
Meese.
"She's very passionate about
coaching and about field hockey. I
believe her philosophies and person-
ality will be a good match for the
team," said Meese.
Hubbell is looking forward to tak-
ing over for a year. "It's a great
group to be taking over the responsi-
bility with. We're returning almost
everybody, in terms of starters, so
we're really looking forward to their
continued development, and looking
forward to see who's coming in to
complement that talent," said
Hubbell.
The team that Hubbell is taking
Men's Top 25 Rankings (continued)
said
25.) Stevens (20-- 4)
Poll Key
Team (Record)
'Poll According to D3hoops.com, as of Feb. 20
over is loaded with returning talent.
This past season, the team started
just 1- -4, then rallied to finish 8-- 4 and
win a share of the NCAC regular
season title.
The turnaround was even more
impressive given that the team was
without preseason All-Ameri- can for-
ward Amanda Artman '10. Artman
was lost to a season-endin- g injury
early in the season. However, the
team went on to fin
ish 1 1- -7 and win 10
games for the tenth
straight year.
Hubbell will be
leading a program
that has been one of
the best in the
NCAC over the past
few years.
The Scots have
won four regular
season conference
titles in the past
seven years. This
included an unde-
feated regular season
in 2006 and a berth
in the Div. Ill Tournament in 2001.
Hubbell, who graduated in 2005, is
no stranger to the tradition of
Fighting Scot field hockey. As a first-ye- ar
in 2001, Hubbell was named an
All-NC- AC defender in the season
when the Scots went on to the NCAA
Tournament.
During her senior season, Hubbell
was named a third-tea- m All-Americ- an.
During that senior cam-
paign, Hubbell was also a first-tea- m
All-NC- AC selection.
If Hubbell is anywhere nearly as
successful as a head coach as she was
as a player, the Scots field hockey
team should be in good hands next
season.
Women's Basketball
1.) Kenyon (15-0- ) (184)
2.) Wittenberg (11-- 4) (12-10- )
3. ) Ohio Wesleyan (10-- 4) (13-7- )
4.) Denison (10-- 4) (14-9- )
5. ) Allegheny (6-- 8) (9-1- 4)
6)Oberlin(4-10)(5-18- )
7. ) Wooster (3-1- 1) (6-1- 7)
8.) Hiram (3-1- 1) (5-1- 7)
9.) Earlham (2-1- 2) (3-2- 0)
Standings Key
Team (NCAC Record) (Overall Record)
'Standings taken from Northcoast.org, the offi
cial site of the NCAC. All standings as of
Friday,
February 22
more people.
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Misplaced
priorities?
The country is in the middle of
war. The immigration issue is as I
messy as a fraternity house on
Sunday morning. The president just
proposed the largest budget in his
tory as the country's deficit runs
andrewvogel .
greater everyday.
To say the least,
the US. govern
ment has a few
problems on its
hand. Yet, the
hjggest issue on
Capitol Hill these
days is, of all
things, steroid use in major league
baseball.
To say the least, steroid use is a
problem and should be considered
an important issue. Major League
Baseball's Commissioner Bug Selig
is fully aware of that While the
sport has adopted mandatory drug
testing, and consequently steroid
use is now significantly on the
decline, the damage to baseball has
been done.
There will now always be a cloud
of doubt surrounding the sport's
home run king, Barry Bonds, until
the next slugger gets around to
breaking baseball's hallowed record. ;
Three other players who reached the
500 home run pedestal in the last
decade, Mark McGwire, Sammy
Sosa and Rafael Palmeiro, are also
haunted by the suspicion of steroid
use. Now, one of the sport's greatest
pitchers of all-tim- e, Roger Clemens,
is not only under suspicion of
steroid use, but he could also face
perjury charges. It's been a rough 12
months for Selig. :
Steroid use has even crept into j
college and high school athletics.
More stories appear every day about
young athletes who tried steroids to
gain an edge, just like the big boys.
The effects to these men have
been tragic, causing severe injuries
and even death.
The consequences of steroid use
are enormous. However, does this
really mean that Congress should be
holding investigations? As impor
tant as limiting steroid use is, social
security is slotted to impact a few
The gap between the "haves" and
the "have-not- s" in America is grow-
ing wider than ever before. The No
Child Left Behind Act introduced by
the Bush administration has created
more problems than solutions. The
hole in the ozone layer grows bigger
every day as politicians and
automakers argue over fuel-em- is
sion standards. Congress doesn't
have enough fingers to plug all the
holes in the dike. For some reason,
though, steroid use seems to be at
the top of Rep. Henry Waxman's
priority list.
Waxman has written that there is
a major impact Waxman has said
there is a direct correlation between
the culture of steroids in high
school locker rooms and the culture
of steroids in major league club
houses.
While this may be very accurate,
the number of students affected by
steroid use pales in comparison to all
the other issues affecting students
today.
.
On the one hand, it is quite noble '
of Congress to undertake the prob-
lem of limiting steroid use. For one
thing, this seems to be an issue no
one, namely the commissioner,
wanted to tackle. However, it seems
quite hollow to be investigating the
relatively minor issue of steroid use
when the economy Is falling as fast
as the public opinion of Ann
Coulter.
This is not to take away from the
problem of steroid use. By all
means, limiting the use of steroids
in baseball will help limit the use of
steroids in other venues, namely
high school athletics.
HowcVer, it seems that when the
country is engaged in a war on the
other side of the world, the econo-
my is heading towards a recession,
and immigration is still a lighting
rod for controversy, Congress's time
might be served by investigating
other issues that concern the gener
al public.
indrew is a sports editor for the Voice
and a big Bms fan. You can reach him
February 20, 2008. lafavogellOwooster.edu.
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Scots top Witt, outlast Allegheny to clinch the title
Witt game
continued from p. 1 '
Cooper then pick-pocket- ed Hill on
the next possession leading to a
Johnson layup, increasing the Scot lead
to six (64-5- 8) with three minutes to go.
Leading 64-5- 9 with 1:11 to go,
Evan Will '08 secured the most
important rebound of the night, forc-
ing a jump ball and giving Wooster
possession., Even though the Scots did
not capitalize, they were able to run
the clock down to 36 seconds. Hill ran
coast-to-coa- st and scored a layup,
keeping the Tigers' hopes alive.
However, the Scots were able to
t
4
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Robert Melick '10 came up big for the Scots big against Witt,
finishing with eight points (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
Scot women's basketball
fightsfor NCACplayoffs
Johann Weber
Senior Sports Writer
This week, the Wooster women's
basketball team finds itself in a close
battle for a spot in the upcoming NCAC
tournament. The team fell to 6-- 17 over--
all and 3-- 11 NCAC with a recent loss to
rival Wittenberg University. Wooster
now finds itself tied for seventh place in
the conference with Hiram College, one
game behind Oberlin College for sixth
place and one game ahead of ninth- -
place Earlham College.
The NCAC tournament, which
includes only the top eight teams,
begins next Tuesday, Feb. 26 and is sin-
gle elimination through the final game,
played on March 1. Wooster, which lias
struggled all senson with acclimating to
new players, and the loss of most of its
starting lineup (including NCAC player
of the week and leading scorer Kym
Wenz '10, who is out with an injury),
hopes to turn around their current
seven-gam- e losing streak and grab one
of the eight tournament spots. With
only two games remaining in the regu-
lar season, Allegheny (results not avail-
able) and Earlham on Feb. 23rd
Wooster is not yet out of the running.
Help the Voice Cover Your Event
The Sports section is looking to expand their
coverage on non-intercollegi- ate sports
on campus.
If there's something
inbound the ball to their best free-thro- w
shooter, Devin Fulk '08, who
proceeded to ice the game with his
only two points of the night.
Cooper led the team with 24 points,
followed by Johnson with 12. Both
players tallied up four assists. Will
had a monster night, leading the team
in rebounds with 12, as well as five
blocks. He also chipped in eight points
and five assists. Melick added eight
points from the bench in a solid effort
while Bryan Wickliffe '11 had nine.
Marty Bidwell '09 may well have
been the game's unsung hero. While
he didn't score a point, he primarily
guarded Barabino in the second half
and limited him to just five points.
"
Last week Wooster came out on the
wrong side of a close battle with
Hiram, with both teams holding strong
scoring runs throughout; the final score
of 69-6- 2 was, while disappointing, well-earn- ed
by Hiram, who went on a 12-- 3
run to close the game. Wooster saw
game-hig- h performances from Kaitlin
Krister '10, who had an amazingdou-ble-dqub- le
with 22 points and 10
rebounds, and Meredith Wilson '09
who added 17 points to Wooster's score.
Last Saturday, Feb. 16, the women
fought in vain to turn around their los-
ing streak, but Wittenberg came out
powerfully, on the way to a 82-5- 2 win
over the Scots. Witt scored the game's
first 1 1 points and never looked back, as
just before halftime, the Tigers led 40--7.
The only bright point for Wooster came
in the form of a new single-seas- on
three-poi- nt record, achieved by Wilson
with her 53rd three-point-er.
Should Wooster hold up their record
over Earlham or Hiram for the remain-
ing two games and earn a spot in the
NCAC tournament, their quarterfinal
game will probably see them paired up
against the number one (Kenyon) or
number two seed (Wittenberg) in the
conference.
that we're missing, or you
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feel deserves more attention, contact us at
voicesportswooster.edu
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Barabino scored 1.8 on the night,
which while being a respectable sum,
was a long cry from his 33 in the Jan.
19 meeting. Hill followed with 13.
The difference in the game was
turnovers; the Scots committed four
to Wittenberg's nine. The teams shot
nearly identical from the field,
Wooster at 43.6 percent to
Wittenberg's 45. 1. The same was true
from three point land, where the Scots
shot 41.2 percent to the Tiger's 44.4.
While Wittenberg appeared to have
an edge at the charity stripe out
shooting the Scots 87.5 percent to
68.8 percent they only got to the
line eight times to Wooster's 16. The
Scots also held a narrow edge in total
rebounding 3 1-- 30.
Wooster needed a strong effort to
close out the outright championship
against Allegheny on Wednesday
night, clawing their way to an 84-7-4
win.
The Scots were down 45-4- 4 with 16
minutes left in the game but utilized a
7-- 0 run to seize a 51-- 45 advantage.
Wickliffe then put in a lay up to
extend the lead 53-4- 7.
But the Gators continued to fight
back, after Wooster seemingly put the
game safely away at 67-5- 9 with 9:22
to play, Allegheny put up eight unan-
swered over the next two minutes to
tie it up again at 67.
Wooster's playmakers then stepped
up, Fulk missed a three-ba- ll but
Cooper slashed his way for the
rebound and hit a mid-rang- ed jumper
to take the lead 71-6- 9. On the next
three Allegheny possessions, Will
then forced a block, the Gators turned
it over and then Cooper forced a steal.
The latter led to a Fulk jumper giving
the Scots a 73-6- 9 lead. Cooper fol-
lowed it up with a two on the next
possession, pushing the lead to six
with 4:10 left.
One possession later Will stepped
up again, forcing a steal that led to a
fast break lay up for Fulk, capping
Wooster's critical 8-- 0 rufi. But the
final key play came with 1:37 left,
Johnson drove to the bucket and con- -
KM , --si ..
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Brandon Johnson '09 made a key traditional three-poi- nt play to
seal the victory over Allegheny (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
Men's tennis kicks off
M
verted a lay up plus the foul shot.
With an1 80-7-3 lead, the Scots never
looked back.
This Saturday, Wooster travels to
Earlham College (4-1- 9, 2-1- 2). The
Quakers just pulled a 79-7- 3 shocker
over Ohio Wesleyan University (16-- 7,
11-4- ). The Bishops went into the
game" ranked fourth in the Great
Lakes Region and the loss dropped
Ohio Wesleyan out of this week's
regional rankings. It is also likely
that the loss ended the Bishops' hopes
of grabbing an at-lar- ge bid to NCAA
Div. Ill tournament.
Earlham is scrapping to get into the
NCAC tournament. The Quakers
went into Wednesday night tied with
Denison University (2-2- 1, 2-1- 2) and a
game behind eighth-plac- e Oberlin
College (4-2- 0, 3-1- 2). Wooster has
ended Earlham's season for the last
three years, twice in the NCAC semi-
finals and last year in the quarterfi-
nals. It is safe to say that if Wooster
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losing the later contest to No. 17
Wheaton College 5-- 2. In other
action, Wheaton squeaked by
Wabash 5-- 4.
The Scots opened strong in the
doubles competition. In their third-seas- on
as a doubles pair, Grant
D'Augustine '08 and Pat Grab '09
proved to be worthy of the top
tandems spot with an 8-- 5 victory.
Dave Albrechta '08 picked up a pair of victories at second dou-
bles with new partner Ethan Arenstein '11 (Photo courtesy OPI).
Nick Holt
Sports Editor
The College of Wooster men's
tennis team kicked off its .season on
Feb. 16 with a pair of matches in
Crawfordsville, Ind. The Scots
opened their season with a close 5-- 4
loss to host Wabash College, before
A group of faculty and staff who are
2007-200- 8 SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
available to confidentially assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual
assault. For assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson
Mary Bader
Heather Fitz Gibbon
Pam Frese
Shirley Huston-Findle- y
Dianna Rhyan
Carroll Meyer
Longbrake
Kauke 005
Kauke007
Kauke 014
Wishart 118
The Lilly House
Westminster Church
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wins Saturday, they will once again
end the Quakers' season
The second regional rankings that
decide what teams are awarded at large
bids and play a factor in host sites were
released on Wednesday. Ohio Athletic
Conference leader Capital College (20--3)
currently sitting at No. 8 in
dshoops.com's poll remains No. 1 in
the Great Lakes Region, one spot
ahead of Wooster. They will be an
important foe to watch in the coming
weeks and could decide whether or not
the Scots host games in the NCAA Div.
Ill tournament.
Amherst College (22-- 2) holds the
top spot for the third straight week
with 24 of 25 first place votes.
Another familiar foe from last year's
NCAA Div. Ill tournament, Centre
College (21-1- ), moves up to No. 2,
snagging the final first place vote.
The Colonels have won 21 --straight
after losing their first game of the
season.
'08 season
While experience proved valuable at
first singles, Ethan Arenstein 'l 1 and
Dave Albrechta '08 picked up a domi-
nating 8-- 3 victory at second doubles
in their first official match as a pair. A
8-- 4 loss at third doubles by Andrew
Garnett '08 and Rob Ashmead '09 left
the Scots with a 2-- 1 lead heading into
singles competition.
Things did not go as well for the
Scots in the singles events. Albrecta
(6-- 3, 6-- 4) and D'Augustine (6-- 2, 6-- 3)
lost in straight sets at first and sec-
ond singles, respectively. Grab had
perhaps the most exciting match of
the day, falling in three sets after tak-
ing the first one (4--6, 6-- 2, 6-- 4).
Wooster faired better in the lower
half of the singles. Jeremy Dominik
'09 won in straight sets (7-- 5, 6-- 2) at
the fourth spot. Arenstein also had a
successful debut at sixth singles,
with a 6-- 4, 6-- 4 victory. In other
action, Garnett fell in straight sets
(6-- 1, 6-- 3) at No. 5 singles.
The match against regional No. 17
Wheaton (4--1) was even tougher for
the Scots. The Scots performed well
in doubles events again. Grab and
D'Augustine took first singles with
an 8-- 6 victory. The tandem of
Arenstein and Albrechta also came
out on top again in second singles
.
with an 8-- 2 victory.
Unfortunately, the Scots' success
once again did not continue into the
singles events, as they lost at the top
four spots before the matches at fifth
and sixth singles were cut-sho- rt, as
Wheaton had already clinched the
match. The best match of the day was
a three-s-et loss by D'Augustine at third
singles (6-- 4, 3-- 6, 6-- 4). Grab was also
competitive against the No. 20 player in
the region Justin Miller (6-- 4, 6-- 2).
The Scots will continue their season
on Feb. 28 at Ohio Wesleyan, in their
last match before their annual trip to
Hilton Head, S.C. over spring break.
Ext. 8038
Ext. SS7
Ext. 8371
Ext. 8856
Ext. 8543
Ext 8301
Ext. 8808
Students may also call the College counselorsmedical staff at Ext. 8319 or the Campus-Chaplai- n at Ext. 8558.
To report an assault, contact the Wooster City
Police at 91 1 (emergencies) or (330) 864-333- 3, or Campus Security at Ext. 8590.
For information, please access: http: www. wooster.edupolicies.
